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This ebook is to teach you how to grow your instagram and potentially get loads of followers/likes. I'll be teaching you step by step on how to do this, no this is not some "botting" guide, it's how to legitimately grow your instagram and get legitimate active followers in your niche. I'll also teach you how to start a instagram with a niche of your choice and also how to monetize it. This ebook covers all of that, and I'll also give you one on one training where I help you VIA Skype and PM if you bought the premium package. So you want to start an instagram page but don't know what you want to start one on and what you want to do with it. If you don't know what type of page you want, think outside of the box, something other pages don't already have, something that is not completely saturated, I myself went for a girl niche when I had my instagram, and got upto 30k followers in a few weeks before it got banned, It's always good to get a good name that will pop up in the search when Instagram users search for things related to your page, like for me my page was called "ass_n_tits" which attracted quite a lot of attention due to users wanting to see pictures of an "ass" or a pair of "tits" also please don't let me influence you to make a Girl niche, Girl niches are good but they only attract certain types of men, horny men, those can be good to monetize but remember, there is always a chance you will get banned from instagram like I did, no I did not post any pornographic nature or complete nudity, it was women wearing there underwear. Anyway lets cut straight to it, first of all we need to choose a niche, and what is good and what is bad about the niche, here is a simple layout: Instagram Niche:Saturated (Y/N):How many pages post the exact same content:How will you attract attention to your page:What tags can you use for this page/niche:How will you monetize the niche:



Once you have designed the page with the template shown above, you may 
 be thinking this is "Pointless" and things like "What can I do with the 
 instagram page?" and " What is the point of growing a page" well you can 
 make a lot of money with a instagram page, some people monetize instagram 
pages for a living, here are some of the things you can do to earn 

 large stable earnings with a large instagram page:
 -Use CPA to get users to complete offers generating revenue.
               -Use PPI to get users to install games generating revenue.

             -Selling Shoutouts to users or company's trying to grow there instagram.
 - Selling the Instagram page.
 -Advertising products from other company's in return for money/free 
 products. 

 So you will want to find popular tags for your niche, these tags may be tags 
 that aren't even related to your niche but are popularly searched on instagram, 
 tags such as "comedy" and "hot" are always good, yes they will attract plenty of 
 attention to start with until you get to about 15,000 to 30,000 
 followers which is when you want to research tags around your niche, 
 because it will attract traffic that is interested in pages like yours and potentially 
 bring traffic that you can monetize really well (You will understand  why later). So 
 now that we have that done, you will want to find sources for 
 images for your page, if you make your own images via photography or 
Photoshop etc, then you can skip this step, but for those of you who don't  you will 

 want to use websites like tumblr.com, flickr.com, or even Google 
 images to find the best images that users will like according to your niche.  One 
thing you never want is low resolution photos, so what if it is a nice  photo and users 

 will love it, if it's low resolution abandon it, it won't get as  many likes as high 
 resolution photos. Once you have found 3-5 photos, post 
 one with a comment about the picture including tags and hints to get 
 followed, here I will make an example of a comedy page:
 "omg so true! Follow if you can relate! Tag your friends who know what this 
 is about :') #comedy #funny #hot #amazing #wow #daily #food #haha #lol" 
 That right there can get you followers every second, if you want to do 
 intensive work to ensure you get followers, you can go on big pages that  have the 
 same content you do and go to the comments and type things like 
 "I love this photo! Come check out my photo if you love photos like this!" or 
 just something similar that is promoting your page enough to make users want to 
 visit it, If you are struggling to find the correct tags, search "Most popular 
instagram tags" in Google and it will come up with loads of websites that will tell you 

 the genre etc of the most popular tags being used right now, . Some people think the 
 follow for follow method is worth it, and from experience trust me, it's not, it's a 
     waste of time. Or you can use websites like http://tagsforlikes.com/ for good tags.
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In this section we will find the right timezones and times to post in.To find the right timezones you are going to want to follow this for about 3-5 days, once you have a stable amount of followers (anywhere in the region of 100-1000 you are going to want to start looking at what timezones and what times to target your audience. So you might be thinking how we do this? It's all about trial and error, you are going to want to make a photo early in the morning, one around about brunch, one mid afternoon, one start of evening,and one late at night, you are going to be wanting to do this for 3-5 days, also keep track of which photo is which, label them in a .txt or something like that with what time you posted them then you are going to want to analyse the amount of likes your photo's have and look at what times are the best due to the amount of likes it has, this might be because of the amount of instagram users online in that timezone/region/time want to look at your content right around then, Like I myself know I don't want to be looking at comedy photos on instagram until night time, 1. Because I'm too tired in the morning, and 2. Because I have better things to do throughout the day. So once you have got that data, you are going to want to make a spreadsheet, if you don't have Microsoft Excel or any program as such, head to http://spreadsheets.google.com/ and create one there, this is how the data should be layed out.Time               Likes6:00 AM             30012:00 PM             2353:00 PM               190And then insert a bar graph like so http://prntscr.com/9i78c4Obviously the char will have a bigger chart because you have more result entered, this was just an example to show you so you can analyse the data, you could potentially do one for each day if you were that dedicated to get likes/followers, and analyse what time it is best to post for each day, that way you can target your followers and get the most outta your page. This will help you significantly, being able to see what times are best to post, it will show about 3 of the best times, now from there you want to post about 2-3 times within the space of 2 hours through those times. So lets say one of the good times to post is 12:00PM you post one image at 11:00PM, another image at 12:00PM, and one more at 1:00PM so on, I recommend posting 4-9 times per day, nothing more and nothing less.Next we are going to look at shoutouts, I honestly don't believe in purchasing shoutouts unless you are in serious rush to get followers, which still I think there are better ways. 
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Once you reach around about 700-1,000 Followers you will start to notice a few people ask for something called "sfs" that means "Shoutout for Shoutout" people will promote your page on a photo as long as you promote there's on a photo, when I had my page I always got added to SFS groups, and they would have people ranging from 30-300k in them who would do shoutouts regardless of how large your page is, so yeah if you have a girl niche you can HMU for some people over 200k who can give you a shoutout. Never 'Scam' people when doing sfs (i mean not bothering to give them their shoutout) because this can really  backfire on you, say that person ends up growing there page fast, they won't give you a shoutout because they didn't recieve theres last time.Once you get into doing SFS you should get into the flow of getting followers, it's all about being patient, some days you might get a lot of followers, some days not so much, same with likes, although likes shouldn't vary as much because you have targeted the right users and they will be active on your page because they love your niche/genre. Some days I had +1,000 followers and some days I only had +100 followers. You always want to look at your followers:likes ratio too, if you have 50k legitimate followers and are only getting 200-300 likes per photo, then there is something wrong, your users aren't liking your content enough to press that little heart at the bottom of the photo. Since I have basically explained how to get followers, yes you are not going to get 10,000 followers in a day, but you could easily get that over a week or two depending on how hard you work. Next we will look on the aspects of monetizing, and how to monetize.Alright so like i said before, there are different types of monetizing your page, such as:Cost Per Acquisition (CPA) - This is where users have to complete something to access hidden content, like lets say you host a giveaway for a "IPhone 6" on your page (no you are not going to give one out) you would hide the entry form behind a CPA link where users can complete an Aquisition which can really range from anything from a survey, to registering on a website, but you can choose what offer you give them in your CPA account which I will go over later with you.PPI - This is where users have to install an application to access hidden content, exactly the same as CPA except users have to install an application rather than complete an Aquisition.Selling shoutouts - This is where you promote other peoples pages in exchange for money, this can generate a large revenue for you as it's completely free and easy to do and people pay a hella lot of money for it if you have loads of followers/likes.Selling the page - Yes you can make more money monetizing the page, but if you don't have the time to do so, you can just sell the page, Pages can go from hundreds to thousands of dollars, depending on how many followers/likes it gets.
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Advertising other companys products - This is for the larger pages really, you advertise their products in your post/posts and they pay you to do so either in money or you might even get free products, I've spoken with mates who have promoted E-Hookah pens and recieved over 10 of them every time they promote it, or it could just be a shirt or clothing or whatever the company feels like giving you. Now that we know the main different types of monetizing, how can we do so? CPA: To start CPA on your profile you will need to get accepted into a cpa network, the easiest and most common ones that have a good payout are http://www.cpagrip.com and http://ww.cpalead.com, although there are hundreds of websites that might pay even more with really exclusive offers, but for starters, lets just start with one of the main ones.Once you have created an account there and been accepted (the acceptance rate to both of these is 100%) make sure you read the rules on what you can/cant advertise, like you can't advertise any pornography links as they don't support adult content on there website, and you may not directly send the offer link, you have to have it embedded into your page where they will complete the survey or offer once they get redirected. You are going to need a template, if you know how to create a template using HTML/Javascript, then go for it! If not, I suggest you have a look a template pack in hackforums.net/money/cpa as there are plenty in there. So after you have found one, make the page look legitimate, which you can do in Notepad++ or any other text editor, if you purchased the Premium package then I can show you what to do. After that look for a offer on the cpa network that ranges from 0.01$-10$ per completion of the offer, I personally like to go with surveys as they have had the highest success rate for me, then select that offer, and generate the link for the survey. Next you are going to want to add it to your website/template unless the CPA network allows hosting etc you will need hosting/domain (which you can get for free). After that you need to import your template embed the offer, once you have completed that you will want to advertise the post through your instagram, I would recommend making the post once a day, as you are not completely overfacing your followers, also don't only post the "giveaway" or whatever you offer is, make sure to keep posting your regular content so nothing looks fishy. In the comments of the photo, make sure to add the giveaway deadline (I usually say "one week from now") and when it is complete, post a "Congratulations" photo of a random account you will need to create, it doesn't need to be anything special just post 3-5 photos of anything on it so your followers think the giveaway/offer was legit to enter for, which will encourage them to complete offers to enter the giveaway/offer next time. PPI: Like I said earlier, it's basically the same as CPA except you are using "installing applications" as the offer, It's exactly the same process with getting a template etc embedding the offer, the networks you will use are CPA networks also, you will find offers where users need to install an application and run it, and it's exactly the same process as CPA from there.  
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I HOPE YOU ENJOYED THIS EBOOK AND THANKS 
FOR PURCHASING! ENJOY GETTING FOLLOWERS. 

T.O.S 
1. You will not leak this product no matter the 
circumstances. 
2. You will not resell this ebook anywhere, the only place 
this will be sold is on HF under the name of "Incapability" 
which is my profile. 
3. No chargebacks, you got what you paid for.
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Shoutouts: To sell shoutouts you will need to have a decent amount of followers, I suggest 100k+ but you can do lower for a lower price, to advertise you are selling shoutouts you are going to want to advertise on forums such as HF or any other forums that you are registered too, another good way of letting the clients find you is to put in your description "Selling shoutouts for PP/BTC (money emoticon)" as that will attract big companies to choose you.Selling the page: If you don't have enough time to manage a page, or just want to grow pages and sell them, I suggest you get an appraisal, if you make a post appraising the instagram on HF you will get a honest appraisal from the community, from there you can set the price in your description or sell it on forums like HF or any other forums you are registered too like I said.Advertising other companys products: To find companys that want there product advertised, simply look through your followers, you will have companys with clothes etc that are following you, or are even advertising in your comments, to get them to want to pay you to advertise them, you are going to want to make the offer sound really good via DM and convince them into giving you stuff to promote, also NEVER go first with companys, as they might make up a bullshit excuse rather than paying you, if you are big enough, most companys will contact you about this, but if you are below 200k it usually wont happen.


